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inj:l a corresponding gear N secured to another series g of 
wires, to the opposite ends of which is also secured a gear 0, 
which, in its turn, is coupled with and drives a gear P, 
st'cured to the ends of another series h of wirps, the opposite 
ends of this last series being rigidly fastened to a block Q, 
attached to the side of the frame-work. 

The several wheels, C, D, E, G, H, I, K, L, M, N, 0, and 
P, are provided with holes, for the reception of the ends of 
the wires, as seen in Fig. 3, by which construction, when 
power is applied, by crank or otherwise, to revolve the shaft 
B, the several gears are caused to turn, and each wire of each 
series is twisted around the remaining two wires of its series, 
and a spring of great tension is thus produced, the degree 
and duration of the power being determined by the number 
of wires or series of wires employed, and the number of revo
lutions given the shaft B. 

In practice, I intend to employ wires or bars from six to 
twenty feet in length, and to place a large number of them 
close together, within a suitable box or frame-work, thereby 
multiplying the power to the required amount. 

If preferred, instead of a series of three wires, a sing Ie wire, 
with its ends securely fastened to the cog-wheels (so as to 
prevent it from turning independently therein), or two or 
more wires, may be employed; and instead of the wire or 
wires being circular in cross-section, they may be square, 
without departing from the spirit of my invention. 

B y  means of the construction above described, any amount 
of power may be created, and its expenditure regulated by 
suitable mechanism, 80 that it may be applied in propelling 
street-carriages, velocipedes, railway-cars, boats, etc., or for 
driving machinery in buildings. 

MOESLEIN'S PLAN FOR SPRING MOTOR. 

By VALENTINE MOESLEIN, Waterloo, Ill. 
THIS is a contrivance of double but independent springs in 

a spring.power apparatus, so that both work together to 
drive one and the same train, and each can be wound up in· 
dependent of t.he other, whereby one may be wound up when 
the other is partly run out, and vice verBa, making a regular 
and uniform continuous power. 

MOESLEIN'S SPRING MOTOR. 

This motor may be applied to the driving of cars, carriages, I may be utilized in any of the known ways in driving other 
sewing-machines, churns, etc. The number of springs and machines which may be geared to the shafts in any preferred 
the extent of the power may therefore be increased ad lilliturn. way, for instance, by the wheels I K and the shaft L. 

When applied to the propulsion of street cars, the springs The motion, which when unrestrained will be very rapid, 
are intended to be wound by steam power, as described in may be regulated by a friction. strap M, lever N, and a 
SUPPLEMENT, No. 47. spring 0, or by an escapement and pendulum, or any other 

suitable means, as preferred. 

SPRING MOTIVE·POWER. 

By JOlIN B. HOWELL, Wilkesbarre, Pa. 
CONSISTS of a series of cciled springs and ca�es or drums 

therefor, arranged side by side on a shaft, and combined to· 
gether and with the winding.up mechanism and transmitting 
mechanism in such manner as to constitute iu effect one 
spring of great length but in separate coils, which, the author 
thinks, gives much better results in practice than a single 
spring of the same length in a single coil will. 

HOWELL'S SPRING MOTOR. 

The first spring A is attached at the inner end of the coil 
to the winding-up shaft B, which also serves for mounting 
the spring-drums or cases and the transmitting-wheel C. At 
the outer end of said coil this spring A is attached to the hol
low drum or case D moun ted loosely on the shaft. 'fhis drum 
has a central hub, E, extending along the shaft B within the 
second drum F, and the spring G in said drum is attached to 
said hub at its inner end, the outer end being attached to the 
drum F. This drum F also has a hub H, extending into 
drum I, and the spring K therein is attached to it and to the 
drum as the others are. This arrangement may be extended 
with as many springs and drums as required, but in this ex
ample the drum I is attached to the transmitting-wheel C. 
All the springs will be wound up by the crank L one after 
anotlJer, beginning with the first one, A, and they will all act 
together in like manner in transmitting the power, beginning 
with K. A friction-brake of any approved kind will be used 
in connection with any of the transmitting-wheels for con
trolling the speed of the parts set in motion by the springs. 
Applicable to sewing-machines, churns, cars and other 
vehicles. 

SPRING MOTIVE-POWER. 

By LEBBEUS W. LATHROP, Poughkeepsie, N. Y. 

CONSISTS in a pail' of shafts arranged parallel to each 
other, and geared together so that one turns faster than the 
other, and a long India-rubber or other elastic band or cord 
wound or coiled on the shaft which moves slowest, then at
tached to the other and wound onto it from the first in a way 
to stretch the band through its whole length, and 80 that, 
when the shafts are released, motion will be imparted to 
them by the spring, which will wind back onto the first 
shaft, all as hereinafter described. 

LATHROP'S SPRING MOTOR. 

ON THE PROGRESS OF AERONAUTICS. 

By FRED. W. BREAREY, Hon. Sec. to the Aeronautical 
Society of Great Britain. 

To the casual observer of a balloon which floats away from 
his presence into the dim distance, amidst the cheers of the 
crowd, and from thence into the solitude of an infinite space, 
it is hard to believe that its utility is doomed to the limit of 
mere flotation. He thinks that there is either an immense 
amount of apathy or else a lamentable display of ignorance 
among mechanical minds which prevents their energies being 
concentrated upon the navigation of the balloon. This is of 
course the popular judgment, yet it is only partially errone
ous. 'I'he late Franco-German war afforded an opportunity 
for energy and engineering capabilities, and we know some
thing of what balloons are capable, though perhaps not the 
uttermost, especially when accompanied 1)y unlimited ex
penditure. The termination of the war interfered with cer
tain designs, for the accomplishment of which M. de Fonvielle 
had escaped from Paris in a balloon. As he was the chief of 
the Aeronautical Department, he hoped to collect at Lille all 
the balloons which had left the French metropolis, and he 
himself came to England with the object of consulting as to 
the best means of aiding the return journey. 

When the armistice was concluded six balloonR had been 
collected at Lille, waiting for a favorable wind. By the aid 
of a small propelling force M. de Fonvielle believed that, 
starting with a fair wind, he would be able to deviate a few 
degrees from the current if necessary. It is highly probable 
that the return would have been effected, as Paris was the 
centre of a circle of investment of twenty miles diameter. 
With a favorable wind a sailor named GaIly, with three others, 
left Paris on Novemher 12, with the intention of reaching 
Bordeaux, and they descended at Gondreville, near Bordeaux. 

There is an anomalous incidence connected with the subject 
which would seem to favor the advocates of balloon propul
sion, viz., that although water is about 800 times denser than 
air, yet the rarer atmosphere is capable of supporting the 
heavy bird, whilst the fish is about the same density as the 
element which it inhabits. They forget, however, that the 
currents to which the denser elements are liable, ani with 
which the fish can cope with ease, are limited to eight, or at 
most to ten miles an hour, but where might the balloon be in 
a similar period? Possibly eighty miles away. Let us sup
pose a boat under the same conditions as often appertains 
to a 1)alloon, viz., in a current of twenty miles an hour. The 
river, let us say, is five miles across, and we can proppl our 
boat at the rate of five miles an hour, as M. Dupuy de Lome 
has lately accomplished in France with a balloon. The boat 
is accordingly propelled to the other side in one hour, but in 
that time it has drifted twenty mi les down stream. 

Now by powerful machinery it is just possible to propel a 
rigid construction like a boat against such a current with per
fect impunity, but to attempt the same thing with a balloon 
is an abandonment of all scientific principles. Any attempt 
to force the balloon unnaturally into the condition of the 
boat must be made at the risk of a burst· up. 

In the case of the boat, the thrust of the propeller is in the 
same line with the centre of gravity and displacement. In 
the case of a balloon the propeller works from a pendant car 
considerably below the centre of displacement. 

If it were possible, therefore, to propel the balloon at a rate 
which bore a more suitable proportion to the force of the 
currents to which it is liable-let us say at the least twenty
five miles an hour-we may, without travelling with it to 
note the effect, just imagine the balloon anchored to the 
ground from the car, and a wind of twenty-five miles an hour 
blowing against it, which is precisely the same thing. The 
balloon would be forced into an inclination of about 600 
out of the prependicular. 

The dimensions of a balloon intended to carry a propeller 
with the men or machinery to work it, could scarcely 
be less than 60 feet in height by 50 in breadth, and taking 
the mean it would be equal to a sphere whose largest section 
would contain about 2372 square feet. If we take two thirds 
of this, viz., 1581 square feet-because remember that it is a 
compressible sphere-we shall obtain a surface upon which 
the whole force of the wind at twenty·five miles an hour will 
be expended; and at that rate, by Rouse and Smeaton's 
tables, the pressure upon each square foot exposed would be 
3075 Ibs., equal to a total force of 4861 Ibs., or upward� of 
two tons. We find, therefore, the pressure to which a balloon 
of that capacity would be exposed were a motive power 
furnished capable of propelling such a balloon at twenty-five 
miles an hour; arid we learn also the angle of inclination 
which the car would assume relative to the balloon, the car 
in this case being in advance. Of course a more suitable 
shape of the balloon would modify these conditions, but only 
to produce other elements of difficulty which can not be over
come. For instance, as we depart from the spherical shape 
of the gas-holder the buoyancy decreases and its weight in
creases I And particularly, if some elongated form be con
structed with conical or cigar-shaped ends, then struts must 
be employed to preserve its shape, and the extra weight to be 
thus sustained requires a balloon of such gigantic dimensions 
that, merely to inflate it, involves a cost quite out of propor
tion to any attainable result. No conditions except the exi
gencies of warfare would warrant the necessary expenditure. 
If any such conditions should ever attach to us as a nation, 
doubtless English talent" will be equal to the emergency. 
Also if it be found desirable to escape from any besieged 
place, there will always be found sufficient of English body
linen, both male and female, for the whole population to 

A is one of the said shafts and B the other. They are ar
ranged on any suitable frame C, and geart'd together at one. 
end by the large wheel D and the small one E. 

F is the India-rubber belt, or it may be a round cord. It is 
fastened at G to the shaft, and wound or coiled spirally 
thereon, as shown, the coil extending from end to end of the 
shaft, or nearly so: then the other end is attached to the 
shaft D at H, and, the shafts being turned by hand, for which 

float away, though perhaps in a makeshift manner. 

A. the spring: B, the shaft: C, the driving wheel; E, the a hand-crank or other means is to be provided, the belt will 
ratchet, and F the pawl of each apparatus, both being ar. \ be wound off from A and onto B,. and at tlHl same time 
ranged in the same axis, with the wheels C fronting each stretched as much as is due to the difference in speed of the 
other, a little distant apart., so that both may gear with the shafts. As the shafts revolve in opposite directions, the band 
pinion G of the transmitting train on opposite sides of the I winds from the top of one to the bottom of the other. 
master wheel H. The two spring shafts are connected by a The band or cord thus stretched will, of course, have a 
stud, I, of one entering a socket of the other, and forming a tendency to turn the shafts back again, and wind back from 
coupling which allows one to be turned independently of the shaft B to A, the same being in the same mpRsnre as the 
other. power expended in stretching the belt, and a part of this force 

The apparent anomaly before alluded to, of the lighter 
element and the heavy bird-the denser element and, by 
comparison, the light fish-is capable, however, of explana
tion, and its consideration will assist us in determining the 
conclusions at which the Aeronautical Society has arrived, 
viz., that flight is purely a mechanical action capable of 
imitation; that it is unassisted by air-cells or other contriv
ances for effecting levity, and that the balloon is incapable of 
being rendered useful to man as a means of locomotion, ex
cept in the way of waftage, and that this mode of progression 
in relation to the earth is capable of being materially assisted 
by some method of raising or lowering the balloon at pleas
ure, without loss of gas or ballast. 
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Let us suppose that the fish bears the same proportion of 
weight to its elemental medium as does the bird to the air. 
Judging from the fact that birds have been observed when 
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shot to.sink half their bulk in water, they may be taken to be I should the punter wish to go with it, he has no�hing to do I correctness of the principle upon which he had been working. 
about half t.he weight of water, and therefore they are about but to keep it off from the bank, under the full mfluence of guided by the experiments undertaken by the Aeronautical 
400 times heavier than the bulk ,of air which they displace. the stream; and there is every probability that with a bal- Society. If the old theory was correct, he argued, the lifting 
If, then, the fish were �qual in .weigh� to the hea-yiest IIl:ateri?,1 l<X?n � balanced a push with a long pol� would send!t up pressure on the J!lanes would only amount to a few ounces 
of which we know, VIZ. platmum, It would still be hght m spmnmg for fifty feet or more, and one mIght traverse a few per square foot; If the new theory was correct the pressure 
comparison to the bird in the air. For instance, a cubic foot hundred yards before it neared the earth and required would far exceed that of the old. It turned out that the old 
of platinum weighs 20,000 ozs. ; one of water weighs but another push. The distance traverse� between �ach push theory was wrong, and the relia�ility of the recent experi, 
1000 ozs. would of course depend upon the velocIty of the aIr current. ments was confirmed. The revolvmg planes having been set 

We have estimated the bird as being half the weight of It is evident that no ballast is necessary under such condi- at an angle of 15°, the pressure was found to be exactly one 
water equal to 5000zs. the cubic foot, whilst one of air is tions, therefore the absence of that would allow of reduced pound to the square foot at a speed of twenty miles an hour; 
only;bout 1.2'35 O:llS. Therefore the instant fall of the fish size of balloon. All this, however, is simply waftage. and with the ang�e set at 45°, the pressure was 1t lb. to each 
to the bottom could only be prevented by such appendages It is believed by some that the screw �ay yet serve a more square foot. The success of the ulterior experiment, there
as wings, and the facility to manipulate them, whICh, how- useful purpose than that of the translatIOn of a merely buoy- fore, all depended upon whether he could obtain a sufficient 
ever, the density of the element in which they exist entirely ant body. By muscular effort alone all that has been done speed upon the ground to avail himself of the lifting-pressure 
precludes. by the power of one man has been the raising of 26t lbs. due to the an&,le of inclination. 

The fish, then, would fall to the bottom like a lump of weight. The fountam had a path round it. The diameter of the 
platinum without the a�ility to rise. It is the bir� witl;to�t . There has la:tterly been a more ambitious attempt, involv- circle was 30� f.eet. A pole was erected in the centre, from 
wings, for the same thmg would happen to the bIrd, dId It mg the expendIture of several hundred pounds of money. the top of which two cords were attached, one to each end of 
not possess the ability to convert the force of gravitation It resulted from the experiments which the Aeronautical the machine. Though the gravel had been rolled, the action 
into horizontal force by the manipulation of its wing surface, Society instituted with a view to record for the benefit of in- of the machine under steam was so rough and unsteady that 
for it thereby covers and controls the weight of air, which in ventors the exact lifting pressure due to the wind advancing the experiment had to be abandoned until a suitable road 
a given time is included, and passed over, within the breadth against a plane inclined towards it at different angles, These could be constructed. 
of the wing-tips. If necessary, gravitation may be still experiments, which took place at Messrs. Penn's factory, at This was eventually effected with 8000 square feet of 
further diverted by the impact of the wing upon the air, be- Greenwich, were condllcted by several well-known members boarding, lent by the Crystal Palace authorities, when, after its 
cause the resistance of the air bears a certain acce,lerated of the council, and it was well understood at the time that if occupation for some time by the snow, the roadway was ready 
proportion to the rapidity with which it is displaced. This the resuLts gave no encouragement for the attainment of suc. for a further trial Instead, however, of ilie neeesaary speed 
fact, so important to the hopeful student of aeronauticS, is cess in utilizing the air as a highway, the society should be being attained, viz., thirty-three milell an: hour, it was only 
simply illustrated by the alternately slow and rapid waving dissolved. possible to get about twelve, so that it was felt as a matter of 
of any light plane surface, such as a fan. Accordingly, an instrument devised by Mr. Wenham was regret that arrangements had not been made to run it upon 

We have seen, then, that the fact of the specific gravity of constructed by Mr. Browning for the before-mentioned a straight line of railway. The wheels, fitted for upward 
the fish and that of the element in which it disports itself, society, and submitted to a powerful blast from a fan-blower motion only, offered great resistance to running round a 

being n'early the same, presents no encouragement to the ten feet long by eighteen inches square. circle. 
employment of the balloon as a means of locomotion, but it The direct pressure upon one foot square of steel plate, This machine, however, weighing nearly two cwt., was 
does afford encouragement for the adoption of the only sug- with the blast acting at right angles to the plate, was 3.24 impelled round a circle at twelve miles nn hour by the pres
gestion made in its favor by the Aeronautical Society, be- lbs., which, according to Rouse and Smeaton's tables, evi- sure of two aero-plane wheels working in the air, an achieve
cause the fish possesses the power, within a narrow limit, of 4ences a wind velocity of about twentl-five miles an hour. ment I believe to be quite unprecedented. 
making itself lighter or heavier, and this is just the quality The same plate inclined at an angle of 15 from the h6rizontal, This first start from the ground has always presented great 
which we desire for the balloon, but to which, independently received a direct pressure of only 0.33Ibs., accompanied by difficulties to the experimenter in aeronautics. Theory has 
of throwing out ballast, or parting with gas which can not be a lifting pressure of 1.5 lb. There were various inclinations generally favored the incline as the readiest mode of accom
replenished, we have not yet attained. and different areaS tried, but there is no need here to go fully plil'lhing the object, but it is certain that unless there is power 

In this direction, therefore, lies the one improvement of into the tabulated results. It will be sufficient to say that a sufficient to raise the weight, safety in controlling the descent 
which the balloon is capable, viz., the means to secure its plane of one square foot, impelled at an angle of 15° against under exceptional circumstances can not be secured, as the 
ascent and descent without expenditure of gas or ballast. air moving at the rate of about twenty-five miles an hour, parachute form would be out of character in any machine 

The power required to raise a mass which already possesses will support a weight of one pound and a half, whilst it will designed for rapid transit through the air. In the difficulty 
buoyancy is very slight compared with that which is requisite only meet with a resistance to its forward motion of five in which Mr. Moy' found himself, it was natural that he 
to propel against a resistant atmosphere. The effect also of ounces and a quarter, although of course there would have to should turn to the vertical screw. 
the more simple power would be incomparably greater, be. be added to this the resistance due to the form in which the 
cause upon the supposition that a balloon required an addi- weight is disposed. A less angle than 15° l:ould not be tried A ONE HORSE-POWER STEAM-ENGINE AND BOILER WEIGHING 

tional power of 20 lbs. beyond the gas with which it is inflated owing to some obstruction in the action of the instrument, ONLY 13 POUNDS. 

to raise it into the air, the application of a slight mechanical but the experiment shows very great lifting force in propor- In the report of the Aeronautical Exhibition in 1868, drawn 
arrangement would clear it from all obstructions and bring tion to the power which requires to be expended in the pro- up by Mr. Wenham, the following paragraph appears: 
it under the influence of another power, viz., the air in motion, pulsion of the plane. It shows also that the ratio of the lift "Though we are still without a precise demonstration of 
which would give it horizontal direction, and if that direction to the thrust greatly increases as the inclination diminishes, the power required for flight in the way that a bird flies, the 
is not the one desired, it might raise it in search of another. whilst the force to propel is equally lessened, and thus the force to maintain which, in some species, must be very 
The cessation of the mechanical action would also bring it sustained flight of birds, often with motionless wings, is in small, yet we have some evidence of the power required to 
down to the ground. Apply this power equal to 20 lbs. to a great part accounted for. There exists also another circum- lift a weight in the air by means of vertical screws. By this 
prop�ller working horizontally. and its inadequacy to effect stance which is favorable to the extension of the sustaining method it has been demonstrated that 1QO, pounds may be 
any satisfactory result in a direct line becomes apparent. In surface, viz., that the lifting power relative to the square foot supported by a constant force of about 90,000 foot-pounds, or 
comparison with the space to be travelled, the rate at which increases in some yet unknown ratio with the extent of sur- three horse-power. 
propulsion could be attained would be utterly insignificant. face exposed, upon the principle which has been ascertained "Now, in the work of Mr. Stringfellow, the society has 

Here let the imagination have a little play. For purposes that the more the total area of a ship's sails is cut up into brought out the remarkable fact that a one horse-power 
of enjoyment it is not neceSljary to mount into the clouds. portions, the less the effect. engine can be made � weigh only 13 lbs., thus showing the 
Our aerial yacht requires but to skim the trees and bui1d- Such fundamental experiments accord with the legitimate possibility of obtaining fught by the repudiated system of 
ings. Wafted across the wide expanse, it may skim the fields duty of the society to which I have the honor and pleasure to vertical screws, even with the enormous expenditure of power 
and rise to the hedges. With an envelope more impervious act as honorary secretary. It is left to the spontaneous that this plan is kno"\,\,n to require." 
to the escape of gas, the voyage may be prolonged. Floating efforts of individual members to work up to the data thus In order to ascertain what actual lifting power could be 
day after day, at the caprice of the wind certainly, but always established. obtained with planes moving in horizontal orbits, Mr. May 
over fresh scenery, nothing could be more enjo,Yable. Upon such men, whilst the world generally look with constructed new aero-plane wheels, 12 feet in .diameter, with 

During these excursions it would be possible to renew the amused pity, the eyes of a cautious and watchful few are twelve planes to each wheel, the whole presenting 1 60 square 
gas by proximity to some gas works, and not seldom it might fixed, ready to take advantage of the first hopeful result. It feet of surface, driven by a steam engine weighing 801bs. 
happen that, by waiting for it at anchor, a favorable wind is my earnest hope that the society will stand between such By placing the whole acting surface on these two wheels, an 
might influence a return journey. It may here be remarked men and injustice at the time of the general scramble for interesting experiment was carried out. 
that any mechanical means such as a screw acting vertically pecuniary recompense. It was palpable, however, that from the conditions of the 
in the car of a balloon, capable of exerting- a force of thirty-

MOy'S REMARKABLE STEAM-FLYING LOCOMOTIVE. actual trial the full lifting power due to the surface, angle, 
five pounds, would save one thousand CUbIC feet of gas. and velocity could not be hoped for. These revolving planes 

It was intended by the society which I represent to try the It will be the place here to allude to the late and very ex· were travelling all the time in one circle. Thl,l.y had· not the 
effect of the screw acting vertically upon a balloon, but in pensive attempt of Mr. ThomasMoyto construct an apparatus advantage of obtaining an abutl;Q;ent upon a previously 
the mean time the War Office authorities were induced to by means of which, in his trials in order to obtain a fulcrum undisturbed body of air. The eXperIment was in an enclosed 
give a trial to the inventor of a screw by which 'he hoped upon the air, he practically tested the correctness of the facts part of the building. Great part of its power was expended 
effectually to propel the balloon. He was induced to attach brought out and tabulated. in drawing- downwards a body of air. The whole weight of 
also an arrangement which acted vertically. The following Mr. Moy was an exhibitor at the Exhibition of the Society the machine was 186 lbs. Levers were attached to the 
is an extract from Captain C. Orde Browne's article, published at the Crystal Palace in the year 1868. For some purpose or spindle .of the aero-plane wheels, which were weighted to 
in the PopUlar &ie1UJe Mom/ul! for October, 1874. another, ignoring Mr. Stringfellow's light engine, which then take off all over 120 lbs. This latter weight was raised from 

"The difficulty of ascertainmg exactly when a captive bal- gained the prize, he commenced to design another which he the floor-according to the independent testimony of Captain 
loon is balanced, when even a slight wind is blowing, so as to deemed more suitable for his object. This was to actuate Greenfield, of the Royal Artillery-as much as six inches 
stretch the retaining rope, made the first trial a little doubt- iour driving wheels, ten inches in diameter, to act in their under one aero-plane, and two inches under the other, this 
ful ; and after one ascent, apparently due to the working of �urn upon two aero-plane wheels, six feet in diameter, by inequality being due to one wing-plane having broken. 
the propeller, a doubt arose as to the exact balance of the frictional gearing on the periphery. The aero-plane wheels The engine, therefore, was proved capable of raising itself, 
balloon, which might have a tendency to rise, and only have had each twelve light wboden planes fitted to them, something and 40 lbs. additional weight, under great disadvantages. 
been held down by the captive line, which, except at very still like the screw-propeller, but with the important difference The revolutions of these two 12-feet aero-planes were sixty
moments, was pulled taut by the wind acting on the balloon. that the pitch was variable at every portion of the revolution. seven per minute. 
It being ascertained at a still interval that the balance was His theory was, that the action of these planes in their revo- The preparations for the experiments. which have here so 
good, the vertical gear was worked. and the balloon again lution through the air was a perfect mechanical inrltation of easily been summed up, occupied winters and, summers. 
rose. The rate of ascent was difficult to estimate; it wa.s the action of a bird's wing in the various positions that its Repeated breakages, .renewals. strengthenings, reconstruc
judged, however, not to exceed fifty feet a minute. A posi- surface assumes during the progress of flight, giving, as it tion. 'l"eadjustment, both in engine and apparatus, testify to 
tive indication of the power of the propeller was thus does, an upward and forward thrust continually, without any the patient perseverance of the inventor, and those associated 
obtained, and it should be noticed that the circumstances-.-if downward force from the air on any of the aero-planes. The with him. And though lastly mentioned, yet by no means 
the rate of ascent only was measured-were rather disadvan- whole apparatus was placed\,llJpn wheels. . the least, was the constant leakage of the not too auriferons 
tageous, for the weight of the line up to the extent of forty The steam-engine was conlaifled in a case 27 inches by 27t monel-bag. 
feet was gradually added to the balloon as it rose. Had the inches by 7t inches. The dia.meter of its cylinder was 2t ThIS, however, is the common lot. The situation can only 
mean rate of ascent and descent been taken, this error would inches, length of stroke 3 inches. The generating tubes con- be estimated by the spectator - such as I am-of many 
be elinrlnated, for the descent would be favored by the weight tained a surface of eight square feet, and in these tubes the abortive attempts. 
of the ro e from forty feet in length at the maximuni height, water circulated with very great rapidity, and thereby utilized My space is consumed before my pen has run dry, else I 
down to nothing at the ground." the heat in the very best manner. There was literally no might adduce some more reasons why such earnest workers 

The balloon was now liberated, and the report goes on to framing to the engine itself, as the driving-axle ran in a tube in the solution of the profoundest problem which ever 
say: " The horizontal gear, however, throughout the entire which passed through the steam-chest. The steam was cut absorbed the brain-power of aspiring man should be encour
voyage, failed to give any satisfactory results ; even allowing off at half-stroke by the slide-valVe, and with a pressure of aged by the wealthy to go on and progress in aeronautics.
that the effect was perceptible, it is impossible to lay much from 120 to 1601bs. to the square inch, and 536 revolutions Popular Science Review. 
'stress upon it. Any force would�ve a perceptible effect if per minute, it might fairly be called a 3-horse power engine. 
recor.ded with sufficient delicacy. There is no . use in an in- The fuel used was methylated spirits under pressure, ,which 
signiAcant effect unless it can be shown that means exist by produced blow-pipe flames. 
wliich it could be increased sufficiently to bear a reasonable With regard to the form of the'so-called" aerial steamer " 
relation to the forces to which it is to be opposed." which was tried in March 1874, we may say that the engine 

Therefore the experiment which the society had advocated was fixed about four feet from the ground, on a framework 
for several years, and which it had at last determined to which also held the lamps. Other frames, extended from 
adopt, having proved successful under disadvantageous cir, this on each side, take the axles of the 6-feet driving-wheels. 
cumstances when tried bl others, the apparatus ordered was These axles were 3 feet 3 inches in length and 1t inch in 
countermanded. The opmion which had been expressed also diameter, made of drawn brass tulie, and very light and 
in the various reports issued by the society as to the inutility strong. An aero-plane, of 50 square feet surface was fitted in 
of any screw apparatus for effecting horizontal propulsion front, and one of 64 equare feet 'behind 
was confirmed. These were inclined at an angle of 10° from the horizontal; 

It is singular that no one has taken advantage of an ascer- and Mr .. M?y calculated that if the whole could be driven on 
tained fact to put the ball(lon to more pleasurable, because the ground at thirty-five milell an hour, it would encounter a 
more prolonged use, than has hitherto been attempted. For pressure from the atmosJlhere sufficient to support the whole 
instaD.�e, let us considQr the mode of propulsion adopted in a weight of the machine, which amounted with its engine, fuel, 
punt-a clumsy kind of boat, which may often be seen moored &c., to 214 Ibs. The driving-surface of the revolving aero
m ,the Thames, in mid-strell-m, with. harmless old gentlemen planes was equal to 60 square feet. 
seated therllin, alluring gudgeon. Well, these puntll fl.re Before running the" aerial steamer" round the central 
cleverly mana�ed with. a long pole. In..& rapid, stream, 10untain at the Crystal Pal8.ce. Mr. Moy took step$ tQ test the 
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AFRICAN ARROW-POISON. 

MM. GALLOIS and HARDY have succeeded in isolating & 
poisonous principle, which they call erythrophlaJine, from the 
bark and leaves of Erythrophkeum guineenae (Nat. Ord. Le
guminosre) and an allied species from the Seychelles, E. CO'I.I
minga. It exerts a specific influence on the tissue nf the 
muscles, above all on that of the heart. When introduced into 
the circulation of a warm-blooded animal it causes muscular 
twitchings, followed by great dyspnrea and cardiac paralysis. 
In cold-blooded vertebrates, the musCl;tlar system is gradually 
paralyzed and relaxed, the nerve-ce,lltres and fibres retaining 
their functiollal vitality long af�l' the heart has cease<J,to 
beat and the volun,tary muscles ·have lust their controotility. 
The heart fails befote the other muscles, simply because it 
receives a greater supply of the poisoned blood in the same 
time. Atropia is unable to rouse the heart when paralyzed 
by erythrophlreina; curare seems to delay the manifestation 
of the Ilyrnptoms. 
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